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Topics

1) The new production environment and what is new in
the grid producing method
2) What are the advantages of the new way
3) What are the next steps in the development work



1) The new production environment and what is
new in the grid producing method

Environmental renewals
Use of geodatabase
Use of data warehouse
More intensive use of SAS

Effects on data
New structure of data - Buildings at the core
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The former way of handling
spatiality of single unit data

Separate statistics - separate files
Separate years - separate files

Spatiality differs in the separate
files and years
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Building table -
key to the location of buildings
   - co-ordinates of buildings
   - ID of the grid cell the building
     is located in
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The work flow

1 Building table has information on which grid cell 
a particular building is located in (ID of grid cell) 

2 Data selection by attribute data

3 Aggregating of buildings with same ID information

4 Creating of aggregated tables by grids to the data warehouse 
   (wide data content, sensible data included)

5 ArcSDE view is created for certain use 
   (e.g. data content of the Grid Database product) 

   a The view includes spatial join between the view and the grid net

   b  Data security rules 

6 Data exporting
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The grid net (250 m)
ID

Projected co-ordinate system name: Finland_Zone_3
Geographic co-ordinate system name: GCS_KKJ



250 m x 250 m



Spatial database view

Like an ordinary database view with spatial characters
added
Spatiality from one feature class
A view may use many database tables or database
views

Data aggregating could also be done in this phase -
very heavy operation
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View table - opened in the SQL Server Database Manager
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2) What are the advantages of the new way

Quality effects on
spatiality of single entity data (as basic data)
spatiality over time

Number of specialists reduced,
from 5-7 to 2-3 persons involved
Number of work phases diminished
Updating process easier to handle
Production of grid products and commissions is
quicker



3) What are the next steps in
the development work

Test phase ongoing
Metadata production: ArcCatalog, XML database, SQL
database
Further development of the updating process
Creation of aggregated tables by grids from time
series data to the data warehouse
Distribution in XML/GML format
Later - user interfaces for grid production
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